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New Bipartisan Legislation on Toxic
Exposure Announced
June 15, 2022

On Wednesday, May 18, 2022, Senate Veterans’ Affairs Committee Chairman Jon
Tester and Ranking Member Jerry Moran announced a bipartisan agreement on
legislation to provide improved benefits and health care to veterans suffering
from toxic exposure, including Agent Orange in Thailand and burn pits, as well as
expand exposure-related research, resources, and training.
What Does this Legislation Entail?
The Sergeant First Class Heath Robinson Honoring Our Promise to Address
Comprehensive Toxics (PACT) Act of 2021 is part of a bipartisan agreement
designed to provide “veterans and their families with health care and benefits,”
as well as “historic relief to all generations of toxic-exposed veterans.”
Who is Part of this New Agreement?
While this agreement was announced by Senators Tester and Moran, it came
together as a part of year-long negotiations amongst Democrats, Republicans,
House Veterans’ Affairs Committee members, President Biden’s Administration,
and Veterans Service Organizations.

In a joint statement released by Senators Tester and Moran, they acknowledged
that veterans have “been living with chronic illnesses as a result of exposures
during their time in uniform” for far too long. The legislation should take
“necessary steps to right this wrong,” as well as providing “veterans and their
families with the health care and benefits they have earned and deserve.”
To be clear, the legislation central to this agreement has not been passed yet. In
order for the proposed legislation to become law, it needs to be passed by the
Senate and the House, and then signed into law by the President.
What Would This Legislation Do, If Passed?
If enacted, the new law will:
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Expand VA health care eligibility to post-9/11 combat veterans,
which is estimated to include more than 5 million toxic-exposed
veterans
Create a framework for the establishment of future presumptions
of service connection related to toxic exposure
Add 23 burn pit and toxic exposure-related conditions to VA’s list
of service presumptions, including hypertension
Expand presumptions related to Agent Orange exposure to
include Thailand, Cambodia, Laos, Guam, American Samoa, and
Johnston Atoll as locations where in VA will concede Agent
Orange exposure
Strengthen federal research on toxic exposure
Improve VA’s resources and training for toxic-exposed veterans
Invest in VA claims processing, VA’s workforce, and VA health
care facilities

•

Breaking Down the Honoring Our PACT Act
On Tuesday, May 24, the full text of the legislation was released. Below is a
breakdown of the text of the bill and what it means for veterans.
Expand Health Care for Toxic Exposed Veterans and Other Veterans
The bill defines toxic exposed veterans as those who participated in a toxic
exposure risk activity while serving active duty, active duty for training, or inactive
duty training. These veterans could become eligible for expanded hospital care
(including mental health services and counseling), medical services, and nursing

home care for any illness. Veterans who were deployed in support of a
contingency operation are also eligible for these health care services. Contingency
operations include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Operation Enduring Freedom
Operation Freedom’s Sentinel
Operation Iraqi Freedom
Operation New Dawn
Operation Inherent Resolve
Resolute Support Mission

VA will also provide health care for veterans who may lack access. The
legislation includes language indicating that VA must conduct a study on access to
VBA and VHA benefits in territories and freely associated states of the US –
including Federated States of Micronesia, Republic of the Marshall Islands,
Republic of Palau, American Samoa, Commonwealth of the Northern Marianas
Islands, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands. VA will assess deficits in the
availability and accessibility of these benefits compared to elsewhere in the United
States.
Create Framework for Adding/Removing Presumptive Conditions
The bill includes a framework that can be used going forward for adding and
removing presumptive conditions to VA’s list. Ultimately, the Secretary of VA
“shall determine whether to establish or to remove presumptions of service
connection based on toxic exposure.” However, the Secretary must go through
certain steps before making any changes to the presumptive list.
For example, the Secretary will need to give the public an opportunity to
comment on proposed formal evaluations to add or remove a presumption. The
Secretary will also need to hear advice from the Working Group, a group
consisting of personnel from the Veterans Health Administration and the
Veterans Benefit Administration. The Working Group can provide
recommendations to the Secretary about which medical conditions should be added
to the presumptive list.
The bill stipulates that “not later than 160 days after the date on which the
Secretary receives a recommendation to establish a presumption of service
connection,” they need to commence issuing regulations to set forth the
presumption and designate, in the regulations, any time frame during which a
health effect must manifest.

In terms of removing a condition from the presumptive list, the Secretary shall not
consider the lack of evidence as sufficient to support a decision for removal of
a presumption. There are also some safeguards in place for veterans who are
awarded benefits based on a presumption that is later removed. Specifically, these
veterans shall maintain entitlement to compensation on that basis, as will surviving
dependents receiving DIC benefits based on a presumption that is later
eliminated. Ultimately, no veteran or survivor covered under a presumption shall
have their compensation reduced solely because of the removal of an illness from
the presumptive list.
Add 23 Conditions to the Presumptive List for Toxic Exposure
The following conditions have been added to the presumptive list for “covered
veterans.” The bill defines a covered veteran as one of the following:
1. A veteran who, on or after August 2, 1990, performed active military,
naval, air, or space service while assigned to a duty station in,
including air space above:
o Bahrain
o Iraq
o Kuwait
o Oman
o Qatar
o Saudi Arabia
o Somalia
o United Arab Emirates
2. A veteran who, on or after September 11, 2001, performed active
military, naval, air, or space service, while assigned to a duty station,
including the airspace above:
o Afghanistan
o Djibouti
o Egypt
o Jordan
o Lebanon
o Syria
For these eligible veterans, the presumptive list will include:
•

Asthma diagnosed after service

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Head cancer (of any type)
Neck cancer (of any type)
Respiratory cancer (of any type)
Gastrointestinal cancer (of any type)
Reproductive cancer (of any type)
Lymphoma cancer (of any type)
Lymphomatic cancer (of any type)
Kidney cancer
Brain cancer
Melanoma
Pancreatic cancer
Chronic bronchitis
COPD
Constrictive bronchiolitis or obliterative bronchiolitis
Emphysema
Granulomatous disease
Interstitial lung disease
Pleuritis
Pulmonary fibrosis
Sarcoidosis
Chronic sinusitis
Chronic rhinitis
Glioblastoma

These presumptions would be effective on the date of enactment for claims
involving Dependency and Indemnity Compensation, or if the veteran is terminally
ill, homeless, under extreme financial hardship, 85 years or older, or can show
other sufficient cause.
The presumption is also effective upon the date of enactment if the claimed
condition is asthma, respiratory cancer of any type, brain cancer, constrictive
bronchiolitis or obliterative bronchiolitis, emphysema, granulomatous disease,
interstitial lung disease, pleuritis, pulmonary fibrosis, sarcoidosis, chronic sinusitis,
chronic rhinitis, and glioblastoma.
Otherwise, the presumptions would become effective on:
•

October 1, 2023 for claims of chronic bronchitis and COPD;

•

•

October 1, 2024 for claims of head cancer, neck cancer,
gastrointestinal cancer, reproductive cancer, lymphoma, lymphomatic
cancer, and pancreatic cancer;
October 1, 2025 for claims of kidney cancer and melanoma

Expand Presumptions for Herbicide and Radiation Exposure
The bill also includes language to expand presumptions for herbicide exposure,
including updated conditions and additional locations.
Specifically, the legislation would amend 38 USC § 1116 to extend the
presumption of herbicide exposure to service members with active military, naval,
air, or space service who served in:
•
•

•
•
•
•

The Republic of Vietnam from January 9, 1962 to May 7, 1975;
Thailand, at any US or Thai base from January 9, 1962 to June 30
1976, without regard to the Veteran’s MOS or where on base they
were located;
Laos from December 1, 1965 to September 30, 1969;
Cambodia, specifically at Mimot or Krek, Kampong Cham Province
from April 16, 1969 to April 30, 1969;
Guam or American Samoa or in the territorial waters thereof from
January 9, 1962 to July 30, 1980;
Johnson Atoll or a ship that called at Johnston Atoll from January 1,
1972 to September 30, 1977.

If a claim is for Dependency and Indemnity Compensation, or the veteran is
terminally ill; homeless; under extreme financial hardship; 85 years old or older; or
can show other sufficient cause, then this presumption would become effective
immediately. Otherwise, the presumption would become effective on October 1,
2022.
Additionally, the legislation adds monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined
significance (abnormal protein in the blood) and hypertension to the presumptive
list of conditions for herbicide exposure. Again, if the claim is for DIC, the
veteran is terminally ill; homeless; under extreme financial hardship; 85 years old
or older; or can show other sufficient cause, then this becomes effective
immediately, otherwise it will become effective on October 1, 2022. However,
this will only apply retroactively for DIC claimants.

For veterans exposed to radiation, the legislation would add Enewetak
Atoll from January 1, 1977 to December 31, 1980 to the list of presumptive
locations for radiation exposure. It also adds service members who participated in
the response to the Palomares, Spain B-52 plane crash from January 17, 1966 to
March 31, 1967 to the list of presumptive locations for radiation exposure, as well
as service members who responded to the B-52 plane crash at Thule Air Force
Base in Greenland from January 21, 1968 to September 25, 1968.
Strengthen Federal Research on Toxic Exposure
VA will partner with the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and
Medicine to assess possible relationships between military toxic exposures and
mental health conditions. Mental health conditions included in the study are
chronic multisymptom illness, traumatic brain injury (TBI), PTSD, depression,
episodes of psychosis, schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, and suicide attempts,
among others.
The bill stipulates that VA must also establish and maintain a public website for
toxic exposure research (i.e., health consequences of toxic exposures during
military service). This will be coordinated with the War Related Illness and Injury
Study Center of VA.
Further, VA is required to publish a list of resources and establish an outreach
program that offers information to veterans exposed to toxins in service, as well as
to their families, caregivers, and surviving dependents.
Two more areas of research that VA will expand are the health effects of jet fuels
and the health effects of Fort McClellan Exposure.
VA is required to issue a public report on the health effects of jet fuels used by the
military. It must also identify what fuels were used, where they were used, safety
measures taken, and the effects on service members based on length of exposure.
Additionally, VA must conduct an epidemiological study on the health trends of
veteran who served at Fort McClellan between January 1, 1935 and May 20,
1999.

Improve VA’s Resources and Training & Invest in VA Claims Processing,
Workforce, and Health Care Facilities
Certain parts of the PACT Act will also improve VA’s resources and training. The
legislation also explains how funding may be used to pursue these paths.
Below are some examples:
Electronic VA Communication – Veterans and their representatives
will now have the option to receive VA communication
electronically. Veterans can opt in and out at any time.
• Automated Claims Processing – VA will use the Cost of War Toxic
Exposures Fund to continue developing the automated claims
processing system and enhance claims processing capacity.
• Correction of Exposure Records – VA must help veterans update
their records to reflect exposures to occupational or environmental
hazards, if necessary.
• Improvement of VA Workforce – The last portion of the Act offers
instructions on how VA can improve its workforce. This includes a
national rural recruitment plan and other modifications.
Other Important Parts of the Legislation
•

Camp Lejeune – Veterans and other individuals who resided, worked, or were
otherwise exposed for 30 days or more between August 1, 1953 and December
31, 1987 to contaminated water at Camp Lejeune may take legal action to
obtain financial compensation for harm caused. These claims will be the exclusive
jurisdiction of the Eastern District of North Carolina. It is important to note
that awards granted will be offset by any federal benefits, including VA disability
compensation. The statute of limitations is two years from the date of this
Act or 180 days after an individual’s claim is denied.
Persian Gulf War (PGW) – This legislation also would amend 38 USC § 1117 to
remove the requirement that a qualifying chronic disability claimed due to PGW
service becomes manifest to a compensable degree during the presumptive PGW
period, and now only requires that it became manifest to any degree at any time. It
would also remove 1117(b) which allowed the Secretary to set the period of
eligible service for PGW presumptions. PGW presumptive locations are now
expanded to include Afghanistan, Israel, Egypt, Turkey, Syria, and Jordan.

What Happens Next?
As mentioned above, this legislation has not yet been passed into law.
However, President Biden recently released a statement indicating support for the
legislation, saying that it is “driven by a desire to ensure that our nation’s veterans
receive timely access to the benefits and services they deserve.” He also urged
Congress to pass the bill and “deliver the vital benefits our veterans have earned.”
The bill is expected to pass in the coming weeks.

New Defense Department ID Cards Are
Finally Compatible With TSA Security

22 Jul 2022
Military.com | By Patricia Kime

There's good news for military personnel with new Common Access Cards, as well
as retirees and military family members who received the Defense Department's
next-generation identification card during the past two years: The IDs now work at
Transportation Security Administration security checkpoints at all U.S. airports.
For the past two years, those with the new cards have needed to produce an
alternate form of identification at many airports, since the IDs' barcodes were
incompatible with the TSA's scanning system.
The problem was resolved in June, according to DoD spokeswoman Lisa
Lawrence.
Read Next: Sailors Waiting Months for Separation Orders, with Bills Growing and
Lives Put on Hold
"DOD and TSA worked to identify the source of the problem," Lawrence told
Military.com in an email Wednesday. "TSA has implemented a software update
and completed the distribution to the field to correct the problem in early June
2022."

While the problem has largely been an inconvenience, since many people also
travel with a driver's license, passport or other form of ID, it has become more of
an imperative as a May 3, 2023, deadline approaches for everyone who flies
domestically in the U.S. or visits a government facility.
As of that date, travelers and visitors will need to have a REAL ID card from their
state or a DoD ID card, which is acceptable as a REAL ID.
A REAL ID meets minimum security standards for identification and production,
according to the Department of Homeland Security.
The Defense Department updated the new IDs, known as USID, for active-duty
family members, military retirees and their dependents, reservists and Medal of
Honor recipients in 2020, the first upgrade to the cards since 1993.
The new USID cards look similar to Common Access Cards, but don't have a builtin chip. They do have durable lamination, full-color photos and enhanced security
features, making them less likely to be misused or counterfeited.
The cards are being phased in as the older versions expire; the DoD said earlier this
month that retirees and family members who hold old cards that lack an expiration
date have four years to get the new version.
Any old cards with expiration dates must be replaced within 90 days of elapsing or
they are subject to confiscation at installation gates.
Pentagon spokesman Army Maj. Charlie Dietz said those with cards with no
expiration dates may replace them "at their convenience." The DoD recommends
holders go to the ID Card Office Online, find a site that issues the new cards, and
book an appointment.
-- Pentagon Bureau Chief and Deputy Managing Editor Travis Tritten contributed
to this report. He can be reached at Travis.Tritten@Military.com.

Army Cuts Off More Than 60K
Unvaccinated Guard and Reserve Soldiers
from Pay and Benefits

6 Jul 2022
Military.com | By Steve Beynon

Some 40,000 National Guard and 22,000 Reserve soldiers who refused to be
vaccinated against COVID-19 are no longer allowed to participate in their military
duties, also effectively cutting them off from some of their military
benefits, Army officials announced Friday.
"Soldiers who refuse the vaccination order without an approved or pending
exemption request are subject to adverse administrative actions, including flags,
bars to service, and official reprimands," an Army spokesperson said in a
statement.
The move comes in the midst of the annual training season, during which part-time
soldiers are often ordered to serve from two weeks to a month with their units for
summer training exercises. Those training events are usually critical for soldiers to
sharpen their military skills and for unit commanders to ensure their formations are
ready to deploy if needed.
If the soldiers continue to refuse the vaccine, the consequences could be even more
dire. "In the future, Soldiers who continue to refuse the vaccination order without

an exemption may be subject to additional adverse administrative action, including
separation," the Army spokesperson said.
The long-term impact may mean many soldiers would be forced to leave, a
devastating outcome especially in the middle of a recruiting crisis as Defense
Department officials struggle to fill the ranks.
Soldiers will be allowed to come on duty and earn their pay in order to be
vaccinated or to take part in separation procedures.
"We're going to give every soldier every opportunity to get vaccinated and
continue their military career," Lt. Gen. Jon Jensen, director of the Army Guard,
told Military.com in an emailed statement. "We're not giving up on anybody until
the separation paperwork is signed and completed."
The Army National Guard and Reserve deadline to receive the vaccine was June
30, the latest of all the services, which required vaccination last year. As of July 1,
13% of the Army Guard and 12% of the Reserve is unvaccinated.
Part-time soldiers with a pending medical or religious exemption for the vaccine
may continue to train with their units and collect pay and benefits. But exemption
approvals are rare.
The vaccines have some rare side effects, including heart inflammation that has
affected at least 22 service members, according to a study from the JAMA
Network.
Only six Guard soldiers across all states and territories have permanent medical
exemptions for the vaccine, out of 53 who requested one, according to Army data.
No Reserve soldiers have a medical exemption.
No Guard or Reserve soldiers have been approved for a religious exemption after
nearly 3,000 requests. It is unclear what would qualify a soldier for a waiver on
religious grounds. Soldiers are required to be innoculated against at least a dozen
other ailments, including the flu and hepatitis. And no major religious leaders have
come out against vaccines.
Army officials have stopped short of outlining a clear plan on removing part-time
soldiers, particularly Guardsmen, from service for continuing to refuse the vaccine.
As of now, Guardsmen are barred only from attending federally funded drills and
other training events, which make up the bulk of their service. While Guardsmen

technically serve under their respective governors during their typical weekend
duties, those weekends are federally funded.
Multiple Republican governors have vowed not to kick out Guardsmen who
remain unvaccinated. It's unclear how easy it will be for the Defense Department to
enforce its decision to bar unvaccinated Guardsmen from pay and benefits. On
paper, the only thing an unvaccinated Guard soldier is qualified for now is state
active-duty orders, a comparatively rare tool for a governor to activate their Guard
for short-term emergencies such as hurricane relief and responding to domestic
disturbances.
SAD duties are usually short term. However, there are outliers such as Texas Gov.
Greg Abbott, who has used SAD orders lasting up to a year to mobilize thousands
of troops for missions on the U.S.-Mexico border.
But SAD duties do not qualify Guardsmen for federal benefits or retirement -effectively shutting them out of all of the military's service incentives other than a
paycheck.
Reserve soldiers fall exclusively under the federal government, possibly making it
easier to separate them from service.
As of Friday, 1,148 active-duty soldiers have been removed from the Army for
failing to comply with the vaccine mandate.
-- Steve Beynon can be reached at Steve.Beynon@military.com. Follow him on
Twitter @StevenBeynon.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
July 18, 2022

New Veterans Crisis Line phone number
WASHINGTON — Effective July 16, Veterans have the option to Dial 988 then Press 1 to connect with caring, qualified responders for
24/7 crisis support.
In response to the National Suicide Hotline Designation Act designating the 988 Suicide and Crisis Lifeline, the Department of Veterans
Affairs has made it more user friendly to access the Veterans Crisis Line.
“During a crisis, every second counts,” said VA Secretary Denis McDonough. “This new, shorter number makes it easier for Veterans and
those who care about them to reach lifesaving support without having to be enrolled in VA benefits or health care.”
Reducing Veteran suicide is the top clinical priority for the Department of Veterans Affairs and a top priority for the Biden-Harris
administration. Enhancing suicide prevention crisis services is a key component of the White House strategy on reducing Veteran suicide as well
as President Biden’s comprehensive strategy to address the country’s national mental health crisis.
VA operates the Veterans Crisis Line through the 988 Lifeline’s national network and thus collaborated to accomplish the successful
transition. During two years of preparation, the department has added hundreds of crisis line employees and responder staff, with still more hiring
underway, and has strengthened call center infrastructure.
The Veterans Crisis Line is a critical component of the nation’s largest integrated suicide prevention network. It links to more than 500
suicide prevention coordinators across the VA health care system, ensuring coordination into follow-up services as part of a full continuum of
care.
Individuals who call the Veterans Crisis Line are five times more likely to have less distress and less suicidal ideation from the beginning to
end of the call.
While Dial 988 then Press 1 is a new option for contacting the Veterans Crisis Line, the original number: 1-800-273-8255 and press 1,
remains available, and Veterans can continue to reach out via chat at VeteransCrisisLine.net/Chat or by text to 838255.
###
If you or someone you know is having thoughts of suicide, contact the Veterans Crisis Line to receive free, confidential support and crisis
intervention available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year. Dial 988 then Press 1, text to 838255 or chat online
at VeteransCrisisLine.net/Chat.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
July 19, 2022

VA launches improved Access to Care website
WASHINGTON, DC — Based on Veteran feedback and VA Secretary Denis McDonough’s commitment to ensuring timely access to care,
the Department of Veterans Affairs launched an improved Access to Care website that now offers a simplified, user-friendly experience to make
it easier for Veterans to make informed decisions as they plan their health care appointments.
Effective July 19, Veterans and the public will be able to see Veteran experience information for care delivered through VA facilities and
will have a clearer view of average wait times, with more detailed information on available health care services and specialties.
“VA is listening to Veterans, incorporating their feedback and reviewing access to care across the organization,” said Deputy Under
Secretary for Health, Performing the Delegable Duties of the Under Secretary for Health Steven L. Lieberman, M.D. “As a national leader in
health care access and transparency, this change in the presentation of Veteran-facing information ensures Veterans receive the world-class care
they have earned and deserve.”
The new Access to Care website also ensures that as VA sites transition to a new electronic health record management system, Veterans will
have information on timeliness for care at those facilities.
###

50 Years Later, Four Vietnam Vets Awarded
Medals of Honor in White House Ceremony

5 Jul 2022
Military.com | By Rebecca Kheel

Spc. 5 Dwight Birdwell didn't want to die, but he was ready to as he fought his way
through an enemy ambush at an air base near Saigon.
For Maj. John Duffy, calling in airstrikes from a location close to enemy positions
even as he was wounded was just part of the job.
And when the children of Staff Sgt. Edward Kaneshiro heard their father had singlehandedly cleared an enemy trench so his men could safely withdraw, they were
inspired to "be a better person, to be courageous and to have integrity."
Read Next: Space Force Launches New Intelligence Unit as Congress Voices
Concerns over Growth
"He didn't even think about himself," Kaneshiro's daughter, Naomi Viloria, told
Military.com on Sunday. "He just had one mission, and that was trying to save his
unit. It was duty to country."
On Tuesday, Birdwell, Duffy and Kaneshiro, as well as Spc. 5 Dennis Fujii, were
awarded the Medal of Honor by President Joe Biden for "acts of gallantry and
intrepidity" during the Vietnam War, earning the nation's highest military honor after

a 50-year wait. For Kaneshiro, the honor is posthumous; he was killed on the
battlefield months after his heroic actions.

During the White House ceremony, Biden said the medals were about "setting the
record straight" and giving the Army veterans the level of recognition they deserve
after so many years.
"There's been a long journey to this day for those heroes and their families, and more
than 50 years have passed -- 50 years -- since the jungles of Vietnam, where as young
men, these soldiers first proved their mettle," Biden said. "But time has not
diminished their astonishing bravery, their selflessness in putting the lives of others
ahead of their own, and the gratitude that we as a nation owe them."
Birdwell, sharing his thoughts in a call with Military.com that included Viloria, her
brother John, and Duffy, ahead of the ceremony, was stoic about the wait.
“Somebody told me long ago these things often take time,” he said.
Kaneshiro's children, after reading in a newspaper that their father had first been
recommended for a Medal of Honor in 1966, wrote a letter to their senator in 1990.
When nothing came of that, they wrote another letter to a different senator in 2011.

Two weeks after his wife and their mother died in April, Kaneshiro's children got a
call that their father's record was being reviewed and, a few weeks after that, Biden
called to say he was getting the Medal of Honor, Viloria said during the phone call.
Their mother didn't talk about her husband at all after he died because her "grief was
just so profound," but the children found out about his heroism from other family
members and newspaper accounts, Viloria said. John Kaneshiro, who accepted the
medal Tuesday on his family's behalf, credited his father with inspiring his own
service in the Army.
On Dec. 1, 1966, Kaneshiro and his team entered a village near Phu Huu 2 on a
search-and-destroy mission. There, they were ambushed by a large North Vietnamese
contingent that had fortified the village with a camouflaged trench and bunker system.
A hail of gunfire killed his platoon leader and several other soldiers, and two other
squads were pinned down. Realizing the only way anyone would survive was to stop
the gunfire, Kaneshiro directed his men to cover him and crawled alone toward the
trench.
While still on the ground, he lobbed a grenade that killed the North Vietnamese
gunner. Then, he hopped in the trench and worked his way down its entire 35-meter
length, eliminating one group of enemy fighters with his rifle and two more enemy
groups with grenades.
His actions were credited with allowing for the "orderly extradition and reorganization
of the platoon which ultimately led to a successful withdrawal from the village,"
according to the award citation read at the ceremony.
Kaneshiro continued serving in Vietnam until he was killed by enemy gunfire on
March 6, 1967.
"Today, his memory lives on in the lives he saved, in the legend of his fearlessness
and the hearts of the family he left behind," Biden said. "Your family's sacrificed so
much for our country. I know that no award can ever make up for the loss of your
father, for not having him there as you grew up. But I hope today, you take some pride
and comfort in knowing his valor is finally receiving the full recognition it's always
deserved."
As Birdwell reflected on getting the Medal of Honor, he expressed pride not for
himself, but for the 25th Infantry Division and for the Cherokee Nation, of which he is
a member.

"It brings honor and respect not only to the Cherokee Nation, but the Cherokee
people," said Birdwell, who served as the chief justice of the Cherokee Nation's
Supreme Court for a couple of years in the '90s.
Birdwell's award comes for actions on the first day of what would become known as
the Tet Offensive.
On Jan. 31, 1968, a large element of North Vietnamese fighters attacked the Tan Son
Nhut Air Base near Saigon, and Birdwell's unit was ringed by enemy fighters. Most of
his unit's vehicles were destroyed or disabled, and his tank commander was
incapacitated after being hit by enemy bullets.
Without hesitation, Birdwell moved the commander aside and took over, firing the
tank's cannon, machine gun and his rifle. When he used up all the ammunition in the
tank, he dismounted and went to get two machine guns and ammunition from a
helicopter that had been downed by enemy fire.
When his machine gun was hit by enemy fire and exploded, he was wounded, but
refused to be evacuated and kept moving among disabled vehicles, collecting
ammunition that he handed out to his brothers in arms. When reinforcements came,
Birdwell helped evacuate the wounded until he was ordered to have his own wounds
attended to.
"At the time, Birdwell received the Silver Star for his outstanding heroism on the
battlefield," Biden said. "It took decades for his commanding officer, then-Gen. Glenn
Otis, to realize Birdwell had not received the full honor he had earned. But in
retirement, Gen. Otis made sure to correct the record and fully document Birdwell's
actions to make this day possible."
Birdwell said there was not much going through his mind during the battle besides
"fight, fight, fight," hoping to inflict as much damage on the enemy as possible and
hold out until help arrived.
"We have a saying in Oklahoma, something to the effect of, 'I want to go to heaven,
but just not right now,'" he said. "And I was ready to die that day, but of course, I
didn't want to do it then because I knew if I went down, it would be easier for the
enemy."
Birdwell was not fazed about 54 years passing between his actions and receiving the
Medal of Honor.
"There are still men alive who served on Jan. 31, 1968, and I'm happy to bring honor
to them, and it validates what they did that day," he said.

Duffy similarly brushed off the long wait to be honored.
"It was a different situation back then," Duffy said. "The war was ending, American
troops were pulling out, they were downplaying too much publicity, and they were
trying to withdraw in an orderly manner. And we were the last of the fighters over
there, the aircrews and advisers. So we understood the situation. And we were not
there to make glory and gain a medal."
Noting he was once nominated for the Pulitzer Prize in poetry, Biden called Duffy the
"definition of a warrior poet and devotion to those he served with and those who serve
our nation still."
Duffy earned his medal for actions in a battle from April 14 to 15, 1972. Two days
earlier, his battalion commander had been killed, the battalion command post was
destroyed, and Duffy was twice wounded but refused to be evacuated.
Instead, on the morning of April 14 after efforts to establish a landing zone for
resupply aircraft, Duffy moved close to anti-aircraft positions to call in airstrikes. He
was again wounded, but still refused evacuation. When enemy fighters launched a
ground assault and a barrage of artillery fire in the afternoon, Duffy moved from
position to position to spot targets for gunship fire.
On the morning of April 15 after an enemy ambush, Duffy led troops, including many
who were seriously wounded, to an evacuation area, where he continued to direct
gunship fire to enemy positions and marked a landing zone for helicopters. He
boarded a helicopter himself only after all the other evacuees were aboard and, once
on the helicopter, assisted a couple of the wounded.
"That was our job, and that's as simple as it is," Duffy said of his mindset during the
battle. "You're in control. You don't panic. You execute and make the best decisions."
Fujii was awarded his medal for actions during a rescue mission in Laos and Vietnam
from February 18 to 22, 1971.
Fujii was crew chief aboard a helicopter ambulance that took enemy fire and crashlanded in Laos. A second helicopter landed and took on everyone from the crash -except for Fujii. The enemy was directing fire at him, and he told the other helicopter
to leave him despite being injured.
"I knew that there was no way I could make it from where I was into the chopper,"
Fujii said in a 2018 interview released by the Army. "And the longer I stayed there
and waited, I was putting everybody at risk so I just waved the bird off."

Other efforts to retrieve him were called off because of heavy anti-aircraft fire. Fujii
became the lone American on the battlefield and treated injuries of South Vietnamese
allies throughout the night and next day.
Amid an enemy assault on the night of Feb. 19, Fujii found a radio transmitter and
called in American gunships to help repel the attack. For 17 straight hours, he exposed
himself to enemy fire to get better views of enemy troop positions and call in
airstrikes.
"At times, the fighting became so vicious that Spc. 5 Fujii was forced to interrupt
radio transmissions in order to place suppressive rifle fire on the enemy while in close
quarters," the citation read at Tuesday's ceremony said.
A U.S. helicopter was finally able to reach him on Feb. 20, but was hit and forced to
crash-land at a South Vietnamese base four kilometers from his original location. A
"totally exhausted" Fujii was at the allied camp for another two days before he was
finally evacuated to medical care, according to his citation.
"Fujii downplayed his own contributions and honored the skills of the allied
Vietnamese troops he fought with, simply saying, 'I like my job. I like to help other
people who need help out there,'" Biden said. "It's amazing. Today, Spc. 5 Fujii, we
remember and we celebrate just how many people you helped."
-- Rebecca Kheel can be reached at Rebecca.Kheel@Military.com. Follow her on
Twitter @reporterkheel

The Power of Navy Leaders -- Especially
Chiefs -- to Make or Break Sailors

7 Jul 2022
Military.com | By Konstantin Toropin

Chief petty officers, the seasoned leaders tasked with leading enlisted members in
the Navy, have impressive power. Often operating as a kind of back channel
between commands with chiefs quietly working together, they're known to cut
through red tape to get things done.
That authority, that power, built on the bond of rank across the fleet, is the
backbone of the service. But just as easily as they can solve problems, chief petty
officers can hurt and drive sailors to the brink.
As the Navy continues to deal with the fallout of several major personnel crises,
more attention is being focused on the leaders who deal directly with the junior
sailors and have been called "the most important rank in our Navy."
In an effort to better understand their role in shaping the service, Military.com
spoke with five sailors and long-serving officers who painted a picture of a fleet
that is held together by an often mythologized group of senior sailors who wield
great power, albeit for both good and ill.

Some sailors offered examples of chiefs who served as trusted counselors,
therapists, career coaches and stand-in parental figures. Others described tyrannical
reigns that seriously harmed their well-being, leading to thoughts of self-harm.
"They can make a phone call to some guy in Tennessee while you're underway in
the middle of a deployment and change your life," Sean, a lieutenant stationed
ashore on the West Coast, explained. Sean's name and those of all of the sailors
who spoke to Military.com for this story have been changed or withheld to protect
their identities out of fear of retribution for speaking publicly.
"But at the same time, on that same ship, they also have the power to work you
from 0600 to 2200 every day and sometimes not let you get sleep in the middle of
the night," Sean, who has been in the Navy 21 years and spent 15 of them as an
enlisted sailor -- including several as a chief, went on.
"They have so much f---ing power... so much power."
This year alone, the Navy has faced a wave of stories in which junior sailors
endured hardship and struggles, a string of suicides on an aircraft carrier serving as
a heartbreaking example.
The Navy's top officer has repeatedly told chiefs that he is relying on their
strength to make the service successful and get the most out of junior sailors.
How the chiefs wield their power will dictate whether the Navy is able to come to
terms with the personnel issues the service faces and live up to its promise to care
for all of those who put on the uniform.
The Goat Locker
Chief petty officers are the senior enlisted who hold crews together. Strictly
speaking, the title, often shortened to just chief, refers to enlisted sailors between
the ranks of E-7 and E-9. The group, collectively known as the Chief's Mess, sees
itself more as a fraternity (the vast majority of chiefs are men) charged with
preserving the knowledge, traditions and spirit of the Navy -- the "backbone of the
Navy."
An often-repeated adage is that "officers run the Navy, but chiefs make the Navy
run."
Mark, a chief warrant officer stationed on a large ship on the East Coast, has been
in the Navy 25 years and became a chief in 2006. He described the position as
more than just a middle manager on a ship. Instead, he explained that, in addition

to being an expert in their field, chiefs are expected "to mentor, train, assist, lead ...
and then, of course, know the day-to-day pulse of the workload, the operational
schedule, and what the sailors have going on in their personal lives."
"You have to know how to help someone navigate marital problems or, hey, my
kid is in the hospital at home and I don't really know what to do," he explained,
adding that chiefs "better know who you need to go talk to [to] get some answers
from sailors."
Both Mark and Sean spoke of chiefs as having a positive role shaping their careers.
"My first chief was an old crusty son of a b---h that joined the Navy in the '70s …
but I never, ever doubted that that dude would go to war for me if I needed
somebody to take care of me," Mark said.
Sean, who started his career as an enlisted damage controlman, recalled that early
in his time with the Navy he was facing discharge because his job was overstaffed
across the service. He wasn't sure what to do: He was torn between love for the job
he had and a fear of being booted out of uniform.
He became despondent and unsure of a way forward for his life. Left alone with
these concerns, he says he began to consider suicide. When a senior chief Sean
worked with spotted the sullen sailor, he asked about the situation and immediately
went to the ship's command master chief -- the senior most enlisted sailor aboard -to save his career.
The end result was a phone call the next day to the Navy's personnel management
command and a new job for the young sailor.
"Two weeks later, I had a message saying that I was getting converted," Sean said.
"That wasn't handled by officers, that wasn't handled by first classes -- I was
handled by a bunch of chiefs."
"They saved my life. I didn't kill myself, and they helped me get to a job that I
didn't know that I needed," Sean added.
Both officers explained that much of the power that the Chief's Mess wields comes
from the fraternal aspect to becoming a chief petty officer in the Navy. Hints of
this special relationship can be seen in things like a ritualized induction into the
rank that occurs over six weeks or separate quarters on ships reserved just for
chiefs and often called "The Goat Locker."

Being more experienced, even if lower in rank, than many of the officers they
serve alongside also helps add to the chiefs' power to effect change.
"I tell my sailors point-blank: If someone needs to go stand on someone's desk, let
me do that," Mark explained. "You don't do that, because then you end up having
to go see the [command master chief] because you were disrespectful or whatever
the case might be."
Yet for all the positive examples of chiefs in action, lately there has been a steady
stream of incidents in which chains of command, and the Chief's Mess, have stood
by while sailors struggled.
In April, Military.com reported that the Navy didn't disclose a string of suicides
aboard the aircarft carrier George Washington. Among the issues that sailors who
spoke with Military.com noted was a chain of command that was just as wearied
and disengaged as the crew.
One detail that emerged weeks after the news stories on the suicides was that the
ship was missing a major portion of its Chief's Mess.
Rear Adm. John Meier, commander of Naval Air Force Atlantic, told reporters in
early May that, while about 95% of the ship's junior sailors have been assigned,
only about 65% of its senior enlisted sailors have been.
Rep. Elaine Luria, D-Va., a former naval officer herself, remarked that "not having
that senior enlisted leadership, but having a very large contingent of junior sailors
... I would certainly say that, anecdotally, that could very well be a contributing
factor" to the ship's problems.
One enlisted sailor aboard the carrier told Military.com in an interview shortly
after the report was published that they wished some leaders "would get fired
already because we have seen them literally mistreat sailors or talk to them in such
a demeaning manner, that it's almost impossible for us to correct them without us
being insubordinate and then us getting in trouble too."
"It's not the CO," the sailor, who has 14 years in the Navy, explained before adding
that "they need to take a good hard look at the Chiefs."
"Nobody really pays attention to the Chief's Mess, and 95% of the time they're the
ones causing the problems," the sailor said.

Both Cause and Solution
The George Washington is not the first time the Mess has been accused of
tolerating, if not actively participating in, abuse that led to suicide. In 2014,
Seaman Yeshabel Villot-Carrasco aboard the destroyer James E. Williams took her
own life while the ship was deployed in the Red Sea. A later Navy report
found that the ship's commander "enabled a culture that empowered [chiefs] to
target, belittle and bully junior sailors."
In 2019, the Chiefs at Petty Officer Brandon Caserta's unit did nothing to prevent
the young sailor's lead petty officer from tormenting him and actively prevented
him from transferring out of the unit. Caserta killed himself.
The sailor on the George Washington also recalled being told by a chief amid the
COVID-19 pandemic: "Oh, you're another single parent, like we have to deal with
you too," which led her to wonder whether that chief was "telling this to junior
sailors as well. Because if you are, that is the wrong stance and approach to take
right now."
Stories of sailors alleging problems with chiefs don't end with the George
Washington. An enlisted sailor with 17 years in the Navy and currently stationed
on an amphibious assault ship told Military.com that the lack of support from his
chief led him to try to kill himself.
The sailor, who was responsible for running a key aviation program aboard the
ship, was struggling because the program had been poorly run prior to his time
aboard. Once he arrived, he hoped that his chief would be a source of knowledge
and support. Instead, "he told me, 'You need to do it or you f---ing do it.'"
Ultimately, the sailor managed to turn the program around and pass the necessary
inspections, thanks to "a bunch of good Marines that came on board." Yet the
relationship between the sailor and his chief didn't improve. "I got 10 counseling
chits in a four-month span," the sailor said. "I think I had three or four times as
much as anybody else."
A counseling chit, shorthand for Record of Enlisted Counseling, is a formal
document used to document both positive and negative sailor behavior. Most
frequently, it documents negative behavior so that it can be used as evidence in
later disciplinary proceedings.
Ultimately, the sailor's command decided to initiate nonjudicial punishment
proceedings against him for improper maintenance. Feeling alone, targeted by his

superiors, and a 17-year career slipping away, the sailor said he tried to take his
own life but was stopped by two other sailors on his ship.
"They sent me to the mental ward for two days," the sailor explained. "I talked to
some people over there and told them that I'm not suicidal, I'm a rational man put
in irrational situations."
When Military.com reported on sailors struggling to find housing in Key West,
Florida, after a barracks was shut down, a note posted by a sailor at the base to
social media said, "My chief just shrugged at me and told me that's how it is, my
[Command Master Chief] laughed at me at all hands when I asked about it, and the
civilian department heads tell me their hands are tied."
Although some junior sailors shared stories about chiefs who have failed to support
them -- especially in times of mental crisis -- there are also anecdotes of sailors
getting the same kind of help that both Mark and Sean experienced in their careers.
One young sailor, stationed on an aircraft carrier, told Military.com that, when he
tried to take his own life, his chain of command responded in an incredibly
supportive manner.
"When I went to the psych ward, they let me not come into work for two weeks,"
the sailor said.
"They did things that were definitely not allowed for my mental health ... like
whether it was letting me off for the day, or marking me as [sick] so that I could
not come in to work that day."
"The fact they did that shows they care," the sailor noted.
And it's clear that Congress and Navy leadership are going to continue to rely on
chiefs to try to help solve some of the issues facing the force.
"Our chief petty officers, our senior NCOs, need to do more to lean in and be that
first care provider, to be that first compassionate shoulder that says what's going
on," Master Chief Petty Officer of the Navy Russell Smith told Congress in midMay.
The stories told by Mark, Sean and some junior sailors in the fleet show that
leaders and chiefs specifically are empowered to and, in fact, do solve problems to
great effect.

"The chiefs have to understand it's the hardest job, probably, on the waterfront,"
Mark said. "You have to think every day about the benefit and well-being of your
sailors."
It's less clear how the Navy will take all the good the Chief's Mess is capable of
and make sure every sailor in the Navy is able to benefit from it.
"There's no doubt in my mind there's sh---y chains of command in the Navy right
now, and they're making sailors' lives hell," Sean said. "But there's also really good
chains of command out there that are doing really right by their sailors."
-- Konstantin Toropin can be reached at konstantin.toropin@military.com. Follow
him on Twitter @ktoropin.
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House Passes Amended PACT Act: The Senateamended Sergeant First Class Heath Robinson
Honoring our Promise to Address Comprehensive
Toxics Act of 2022, known as the Honoring our PACT
Act, passed the House with a 342–88 vote. The bill
must now go back to the Senate for another vote. The
VFW thanks all advocates who contacted their
members of Congress urging them to support this
historic legislation. Read more.

VFW Testifies Before Senate: VFW National
Legislative Associate Director Kristina Keenan
testified at a Senate Committee on Veterans’ Affairs
hearing on pending legislation regarding benefits for
disability, education, and employment. She
highlighted the need for VA to improve governance
and oversight of its contract medical examination
program regarding insufficient examinations errors
that were not corrected prior to final disability rating
decisions. “This is very concerning for the VFW and
the veterans we represent,” said Keenan. The
legislation proposed by Sen. Jon Tester (D-MT)
would restrict bonuses for contractors that do not
meet a ninety-five percent examination accuracy rate
or higher, establish regular training requirements, and
ensure priority processing of claims where errors are
discovered. Watch the hearing, which begins at the
34:45 mark, or read the testimony.

Women Veterans and VA Benefits: Women
veterans are the fastest growing veteran
demographic and they are eligible for a wide variety
of VA benefits. These benefits include disability
compensation, pension, education and training,
health care, home loans, insurance, vocational
rehabilitation and employment, and burial. VA has
improved care and services for women by
establishing the Center for Women Veterans and
providing Women Veteran Coordinators who are
trained on the specific needs of women veterans,
including care and assistance for survivors of military
sexual trauma. The Women Veterans Call Center can
assist with further information through their online
chat, text, or call 1.855.VA.WOMEN.

MIA Update: The Defense POW/MIA Accounting
Agency announced two burial updates and one new
identification for service members who have been
missing and unaccounted-for from World War II.
Returning home for burial with full military honors are:
-- Marine Reserve Cpl. Jack S. Brown, 22, of
Virginia Beach, Virginia, was a member of Company
G, 2nd Battalion, 24th Marine Regiment, 4th Marine
Division, which was part of the invasion force of the
island of Saipan in a larger operation to secure the
Mariana Islands. On July 8, 1944, he was reported as
killed in action, and posthumously awarded the
Bronze Star and Purple Heart. Following the war, his
remains were declared non-recoverable. He will be
buried in Norfolk, Virginia, on Aug. 13, 2022. Read
about Brown.
-- Navy Fireman 1st Class Beoin H. Corzatt, 24,
Arcanum, Ohio, was assigned to the battleship USS
Oklahoma, which was moored at Ford Island, Pearl
Harbor, when the ship was attacked by Japanese
aircraft on Dec. 7, 1941. The USS Oklahoma
sustained multiple torpedo hits, which caused it to
quickly capsize. The attack on the ship resulted in the
deaths of 429 crewmen, including Corzatt. He will be
buried at the National Memorial Cemetery of the
Pacific (Punchbowl) in Honolulu, on Sep. 21, 2022.
Read about Corzatt.
-- Army Air Forces Sgt. Herald R. Boyd, 25, was
assigned to 350th Bombardment Squadron, 100th
Bombardment Group, 8th Air Force. On Feb. 3, 1945,
the B-17G Flying Fortress bomber on which Boyd
was serving as a gunner crashed when it was struck
by a ground rocket during a bombing mission in

Berlin. Boyd’s body was not recovered, but one of the
surviving crew members confirmed that he had been
killed in the crash. The War Department issued a
report of death on Jan. 12, 1946. Interment services
are pending. Read about Boyd.

Click here to view this week’s edition.
Click here for past editions of the VFW Action Corps Weekly.
Click here to sign up new veterans’ advocates.
As always, we want to hear your advocacy stories. To share your stories or photos with us, simply email
them directly to vfwac@vfw.org.

